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Another pitch example

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vv8T-EDSzM
• Start at 21:00

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vv8T-EDSzM


Selected 
homework 
examples















Dotlens example



Interview plan example
• INTERVIEW TOPICS (you won’t cover all of these in any given interview)

• CURRENT ECOSYSTEM/MARKET UNDERSTANDING
• Process (Information, $’s, Product/Materials or Service): typical day, steps, dependencies, 

flows, timing, bottlenecks, things that go smoothly, interruptions/pauses. Place in overall 
system/ecosystem, key equipment, important system resources.

• Question 1: Tell me about your school.
• Question 2: Tell me about a typical day in your classroom.
• Question 3: Tell me about a typical lesson or lab that utilizes microscopes in the lesson.
• People: roles, titles, interactions, key players
• Question 1: Tell me about how your microscopes are purchased and maintained.
• Question 2: Who decides how much can be spent on microscopes? When is that decision 

made?
• Question 3: Who decides where to purchase microscopes?



Interview plan example
• CURRENT HYPOTHESIS/ASSUMPTIONS TO TEST

• Problem/Needs: You are trying to uncover problems that are big enough that they MUST HAVE your 
solution.

• Pains (with detail about magnitude and who else is affected)

• Question 1: What is the hardest part of teaching a lesson that uses microscopes? 
• Question 2: How often do microscopes get damaged during class?

• Question 3: What is the hardest part of maintaining and storing microscopes in your school?

• Question 4: What happens if the students can’t finish their work during class because of limited supply 
of microscopes?

• Potential Gains (with detail about what a better system might look like)
• Question 1: If you could make one change to teaching lessons or labs utilizing microscopes that would 

have the biggest positive impact on student learning, what would it be?



Interview plan example
• Value Proposition Test/validate hypotheses on the value your product or service provides. 

When you can connect pains and gains with your value proposition statements, ONLY THEN 
have you figured out how to communicate the value of your product/service.

• Value Prop A: unlimited microscope availability Question 1: We have been talking to teachers 
like you about having enough microscopes in classroom so that each student has their own 
device.  How do you think this might change learning outcomes?

• Value Prop A: unlimited microscope availability Question 2: How would having the ability to 
have microscopes for your classroom for only the time you need them impact your classroom 
space or layout?

• Value Prop A: unlimited microscope availability Question 3: How would eliminating microscope 
repair costs and hassles free up time in your schedule?

• Value Prop B: utilize smart phone for microscopy Question 1: Tell me about your students 
smart phone use.

• Value Prop B: utilize smart phone for microscopy Question 2: How do you incorporate 
technology like smart phones, tablets and the internet in your teaching plans?

• Value Prop B: utilize smart phone for microscopy Question 3: How might your teaching plans 
change if student had access to microscopes at home when doing their homework?



Breakout 1 – The 
Bad Interview



Keep track of the mistakes you see



In random 
breakouts

Review what mistakes the 
interviewer made



Tracking 
interview results



Customer 
interview 
tracker

• Date
• Interviewee name
• Title (mostly for B2B but not always)
• Company (mostly for B2B but not always)
• Hypothesis tested
• Why are you interviewing this person?



Customer 
interview 
tracker

• Questions 
• Which of the questions from the interview plan 

did you use?

• Interview notes
• Can be listed out or use a link to another 

document

• Team insights
• What did you learn?

• Next steps?
• New contacts to interview? New questions to 

ask future interviewees? Talk to this person 
again to clarify insights?



Customer interview tracker

Team 20:  meUi



Customer interview tracker

Very concise and clean way of capturing insights - to the point!
Note that answers to specific questions allow an inference of whether the 
hypothesis is true or false, new insights, inferences and hypotheses.

Team 21:  Tau Drones



Customer interview tracker

Team 24: Budget Collector

Great inference!

New 
hypothesis?

New 
hypothesis?



Breakout 2 – Creating a customer 
interview plan



Snackpass is a mobile platform for Takeout ordering that has won the 
hearts (and stomachs) of college students around the country with it’s 
Gen Z resonating, viral social features. At its core, Snackpass offers 
users a mobile platform to pre-order Takeout at local restaurants–with 
no menu markups or added fees. Orders on the platform allow the 
original user to earn reward points (i.e. towards free or discounted 
food) on their digital punch card, but ALSO gift points to another 
friend in their network for use at that same restaurant. The result is a 
strong viral effect where users are incentivized to be ordering takeout 
on the same platform to help each other earn rewards quicker. On top 
of this gifting feature, Snackpass has layered a Venmo-like social feed 
where users can see gifting activity in their network, which has been 
incredibly well embedded into the social fabric of college campuses. 
This social transparency and social currency has made Snackpass 
instantly viral on campuses both online and in-stores as you can see in 
their Careers page.

Snackpass



Value Proposition Statement
For:
Who:
We provide:
That:

Unlike:
Who:
Our company:
That:

College students living in college towns
Enjoy connecting with friends through food
Social networking + ordering app
Share what you’re eating, see what friends are eating, get rewards, 
send food to friends
UberEats, Grubhub and DoorDash
Connect restaurants, consumers and delivery people
Provides social features
Lets our users connect with friends and allows restaurants to 
benefit from virality

27



Customer Interview Plan Breakout

• Who would you interview?
• What questions would you ask to understand 

how they view their current options for ordering 
food?

• What questions would you ask to understand if 
they think eating is a social activity.

• What questions would you ask to understand if 
they are satisfied with current solution for 
connecting with friends through food?



Breakout 3 – 
Creating a 

common team 
interview plan

Use the Google form link on the 
Canvas page under Week 7 

Breakout



Getting ready for 
Week 8

Online Attendance is mandatory

Students will assess peer teams



Team Assignment: Midterm presentation 

Each team will give a 5 – 7 minute (max) presentation in Week 8.  
• The presentation should cover:

o1. Problem Statement Canvas
o2. Value Proposition Canvas (right side)
o3. Target Customer Segment(s) hypothesis 
o4. Stakeholder map
o5. Interview Plan and Tracker.  

• The team can break up the material or you can elect one or two 
individuals to deliver everything.  
• You may include any additional information that you feel is relevant.
• You MUST be concise since timing is limited and you will be cut off if 

you run over.  Failure to complete your presentation within the time 
limit may impact your grade.



Individual Assignment: Peer Assessment

• Individually, think about the contribution of each team member to the 
project so far
• Attendance at team meetings
• Contributions to meeting discussions and work products
• Collaboration and cooperation
• Adherence to the ground rules the team set up at the start of the semester

• You have 100 points to distribute to the team including yourself based on 
contribution.  Total points must equal 100.
• If everyone contributed equally and followed the ground rules, then you 

would award 25 pts to each member of a 4 member team.
• Complete during class next week.  Come to class knowing how you will 

distribute the points.



Team Presentation 
Order is on Canvas

\


